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Abstract
A cloud storage system, consisting of a collection of storage servers, provides long-term storage services over
the Internet. Storing data in a third party‟s cloud system causes serious concern over data confidentiality and to
reduce data management costs. However, we must provide security guarantees for the outsourced data. We
design and implement a secure cloud storage system that provides robustness, confidentiality, functionality for
the services it provides. File access policies are includes in the design for secure access to the data stored. To
achieve such security goals, a set of cryptographic key operations that are maintained by a separate key server(s)
or manager(s). We propose a threshold proxy re-encryption scheme and integrate it with a decentralized erasure
code such that a secure distributed storage system is formulated. The distributed storage system not only
supports secure and robust data storage and retrieval, but also lets a user forward his data in the storage servers
to another user without retrieving the data back.

Keywords: Decentralized erasure code, proxy re-encryption, threshold cryptography, secure storage system,
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1. Introduction
As high-speed networks and ubiquitous Internet access become available in recent years, many services are
provided on the Internet such that users can use them from anywhere at any time. For example, the email
service is probably the most popular one. Cloud computing is a concept that treats the resources on the Internet
as a unified entity, a cloud. Users just use services without being concerned about how computation is done
and storage is managed. In this paper, we focus on designing a cloud storage system for robustness,
confidentiality, and functionality.
A cloud storage system is considered as a large scale distributed storage system that consists of many
independent storage servers. Data robustness is a major requirement for storage systems. There have been
many proposals of storing data over storage servers. One way to provide data robustness is to replicate a
message such that each storage server stores a copy of the message. It is very robust because the message can
be retrieved as long as one storage server survives. Another way is to encode a message of k symbols into a
codeword of n symbols by erasure coding. To store a message, each of its codeword symbols is stored in a
different storage server. A storage server failure corresponds to an erasure error of the codeword symbol. As
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long as the number of failure servers is under the tolerance threshold of the erasure code, the message can be
recovered from the codeword symbols stored in the available storage servers by the decoding process. This
provides a trade off between the storage size and the tolerance threshold of failure servers. A decentralized
erasure code is an erasure code that independently computes each codeword symbol for a message. Thus, the
encoding process for a message can be split into n parallel tasks of generating codeword symbols. A
decentralized erasure code is suitable for use in a distributed storage system. After the message symbols are
sent to storage servers, each storage server independently computes a codeword symbol for the received
message symbols and stores it. This finishes the encoding and storing process. The recovery process is the
same. Storing data in a third party‟s cloud system causes serious concern on data confidentiality. In order to
provide strong confidentiality for messages in storage servers, a user can encrypt messages by a cryptographic
method before applying an erasure code method to encode and store messages. When he wants to use a
message, he needs to retrieve the codeword symbols from storage servers, decode them, and then decrypt them
by using cryptographic keys.
There are three problems in the above straightforward integration of encryption and encoding. First, the
user has to do most computation and the communication traffic between the user and storage servers is high.
Second, the user has to manage his cryptographic keys. If the user‟s device of storing the keys is lost or
compromised, the security is broken. Finally, besides data storing and retrieving, it is hard for storage servers
to directly support other functions. For example, storage servers cannot directly forward a user‟s messages to
another one. The owner of messages has to retrieve, decode, decrypt and then forward them to another user. In
this paper, we address the problem of forwarding data to another user by storage servers directly under the
command of the data owner. We consider the system model that consists of distributed storage servers and key
servers. Since storing cryptographic keys in a single device is risky, a user distributes his cryptographic key to
key servers that shall perform cryptographic functions on behalf of the user. These key servers are highly
protected by security mechanisms. To well fit the distributed structure of systems, we require that servers
independently perform all operations.
With this consideration, we propose a new threshold proxy re-encryption scheme and integrate it with a
secure decentralized code to form a secure distributed storage system. The encryption scheme supports
encoding operations over encrypted messages and forwarding operations over encrypted and encoded
messages. The tight integration of encoding, encryption, and forwarding makes the storage system efficiently
meet the requirements of data robustness, data confidentiality, and data forwarding. Accomplishing the
integration with consideration of a distributed structure is challenging. Our system meets the requirements that
storage servers independently perform encoding and re-encryption and key servers independently perform
partial decryption. Moreover, we consider the system in a more general setting than previous works. This
setting allows more flexible adjustment between the number of storage servers and robustness.

Fig.1.A general system model
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2. Scope of the project:
Designing a cloud storage system for confidentiality, functionality and robustness. The proxy reencryption scheme supports encoding operations over encrypted messages as well as forwarding operations
over encoded and encrypted messages. Data robustness is provided by replicate a message such that each
Storage server stores a copy of the message. It is highly robust because the message can be retrieved as long as
one storage server survives.
The number of failure servers is under the tolerance threshold of the erasure code, the message that
can be recovered from codeword symbols stored in the available storage servers by the decoding process. This
provides a relation between the storage size and the tolerance threshold of failure servers.
A decentralized erasure code is an erasure code that independently computes each codeword symbol
for a message. A decentralized erasure code is suitable for use in a distributed storage system. A storage server
failure is modelled as an erasure error of the stored codeword symbol. We construct a secure cloud storage
system that supports the function of secure data forwarding by using a threshold proxy re-encryption scheme.
The encryption scheme supports decentralized erasure codes over encrypted messages and forwarding
operations over encrypted and encoded messages. This system is highly distributed in nature where storage
servers independently encode and forward messages and key servers independently perform partial decryption.

3. Methodology used:
3.1 Proxy Re-Encryption Scheme with Multiplicative Homomorphism Property:
The owner of the data first encrypts the data in the proxy re-encryption. For this we use proxy reencryption key. Then the owner stores the data in the storage servers. To store the data that is stored in the
storage servers we send re-encryption key t the storage servers. Here re-encryption of encrypted messages are
done by the storage servers for the authorized user, by which two level f encryption is done to provide high
level of security.
A group operation with encrypted plain text without decryption is done in encryption scheme which
is multiplicative homomorphism in nature. Encoding operation over encrypted message is supported by the
encrypted messages is supported by the encryption scheme. Now we convert proxy re-encryption scheme into
threshold version.
With the threshold value „t‟ a secret key is shared to the key servers. To decrypt for a set of k
messages symbols, each key server independently share 2 storage servers and decrypts two encrypted
codeword symbols to decrypted for a set of „k‟ message symbols. For „t‟ key servers, „k‟ codeword symbols
are obtained from partially decrypted cipher texts.

3.2 Construction of Cloud Data Storage Servers:
The admin gives his login credentials, and then setup method starts. First remote server ip- address
setup process starts and the ip-address are stored in storage servers. Before that storage servers are enabled and
number 0f storage servers and number of key servers are made equal for the further functionality. Then
activation of ip-address are done. If activated then it displays ip-address, for dis-activation it does not shows
any message. We can also check for all number of currently available ip-addresses.
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3.3 Data Encryption Process:
The registration f user is done the credentials like username, password, email, gender, location are
taken. Then these details are stored in the storage servers. Now the user login starts , user provides his login
credentials like username and password if the given credentials matched with the data stored in the servers the
user gets access to the system.
Now the user can access to storage servers to store the data. first user has to create a folder to store the
data which is being uploaded. User can also rename the file accordingly. In folder creation process the cloud
system may ask one question for that user. The user should answer the question and must remember that
answer for further usage .The user uploads the file which is stored in the local machine by using this system.
All the uploaded files are stored in storage servers. Now all kind of further operations are performed like
splitting of data, forward on the data.

3.4 Data Forwarding Process:
In forward, first we can see the storage details for the uploaded files. When click the storage
details option we can see the folder name, question, answer, file name, forward value (true or false), forward Email. If the forward column display the forwarded value is true the user cannot forward to another person. If
the forward column display the forwarded value is false the user can forward the file into another person. In
file forward processes contains the selected E-mail address and file name of the forwarder and enter the code to
the forwarder. Another user can check his account properly and view the code forwarded from the previous
user. Then the current user login to the cloud system and to check the receive details. In receive details the
forwarded file is present then the user will go to the download process.

3.5 Data Retrieval Process:
Username and filename is given importance in the download process. First server process starts
running. Which means the server can be connected with its particular client. To download the file key the
client has to download the file. In file key downloading process the fields are filename, username, question,
answer and the code. The client can view the encrypted key by clicking the download button. Client can view
that file using that key and the n use the file appropriately.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we design cloud storage system with multiple storage servers and multiple key servers.
We attach proxy re-encryption scheme and erasure code together. This cloud storage system not only supports
robust and secure, data storage and retrieval, but also lets a user forward his data in the storage servers to
another user without retrieving the data back. Encoding, partial decryption operations, data forwarding is
supported by threshold proxy re-encryption scheme. A message of p blocks is encrypted, encoded, decrypted to
n codeword symbols. In our system two codeword symbols partially decrypted by each key server. Secure data
storing, data forwarding, decrypting structure functionalities are provided in our system using threshold proxy
re-encryption, partial decryption done by key servers and re-encryption, encoding done by storage servers
independently. Our storage servers act as storage nodes in a content addressable storage system for storing
content addressable blocks. Our key servers act as access nodes for providing a front-end layer such as a
traditional file system interface.
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